APPENDIX	481
V. THE SENATE
art. 46
 (1)	The Senate as the second Legislative Chamber examines the budget and the
projects of laws passed by the Seym, and it also participates in the exercise of control
over State debts.
 (2)	The Senate also takes part, equally with the Seym, though without the right
of initiative, in deciding the following matters: (a) motions demanding this dismissal of
the Cabinet or a Minister; (b) bills referred back by the President of the Republic to
the Legislative Chambers for reconsideration; (c) amendments of the Constitution;
(d) the repeal of measures introducing a state of emergency.
art. 47
 (1)	The Senate consists of Senators, one-third of whom are nominated by the
President of the Republic and two-thirds by election.
 (2)	The term of office of the Senate begins and ends at the same time as the term
of office of the Seym.
 (3)	The Senate Election Law shall fix the number of Senators and determine the
method of their appointment as also the categories of persons who shall have the
right of suffrage and of eligibility.
art  48
Arts. 34-45, concerning the Seym, apply respectively to the Senate.
VI. LEGISLATION
art 49
 (1)	Legislative Acts are: (a) laws; (b) decrees of the President of the Republic.
 (2)	No legislative act may be contrary to the Constitution.
art. 50
 (1)	The right of legislative initiative is vested in the Government and the Seym.
 (2)	Legislative initiative m matters regarding the Budget, the contingent of army-
recruits and the ratification of international agreements pertains exclusively to the
Government.
 (3)	The Diet may not without consent of the Government pass a law entailing
expenditure for which there is no cover in the budget.
art. 51
The obtaining of State loans, the disposal or mortgage of State real-estate appraised
at a sum of over 100,000 Zlotys, the imposition of taxes and public levies, the
introduction of import duties and monopolies, the fixing of the monetary system as
also the acceptance of financial guarantees by the Treasury—shall take place only
on the strength of a legislative act
art 52
 (1)	Agreements with other countries: commencal, customs tariff, permanently
burdening the State Treasury, containing obligations to impose new burdens upon
the citizens or obligations to impose new burdens upon the citizens or evoking change
in the frontiers of the State—require before ratification the agreement of the Legislative
Chambers expressed in the form of a law.
 (2)	In cases not permitting delay, the President of the Republic may, on the motion
of the Council of Ministers, put provisionally into effect all or some of the clauses of
customs-tariff or commercial agreements before their ratification.
art. 53
 (1)	Each Bill passed by the Seym shall be submitted to the Senate for consideration.
 (2)	A resolution of the Senate rejecting or amending a Bill is considered as accepted
unless the Seym rejects it by a three-fifths majority.
art. 54
 (1)	The President of the Republic shall confirm with his signature the validity of
laws passed constitutionally and shall order their promulgation in the Journal of Laws.
 (2)	The President of the Republic may within thirty days of the receipt of a BiB
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